
Enviro-Glow DIY Illuminated LED Address Sign
Directions for Installation

Instructions for number placement
1. Using the template provided with your address sign, follow the directions outlined below. See illus-
tration 3 on the back side of this package for visual reference.

2. Use the lettered columns that correspond to the number of digits in your address.

Use the center column         A    for one number

Use the columns    B         B   for two numbers

Use the columns        C          A         C   for three numbers

Use the columns  D    B      B      D  for four numbers

Use the columns   E       C          A        C       E  for five numbers

3. Remove the numbers of your address from the supplied card and peel off the adhesive backing 
from each digit. Starting from the center of the sign and working outward, gently apply each of the 
address numbers to the plastic plate, keeping them centered within the columns described above. If 
you have five numbers on your address sign start with the center number, the next two on either side 
of the center, and then align the last two numbers on the out side columns of the frame. The num-
bers can be repositioned if they are not firmly applied initially.

4. Once correctly in place, press down firmly to affix permanently.
Instructions for mounting

1. Select the location for your address sign. Hold the supplied bracket in the desired position with the 
square notch on the right side facing downwards. Using a level or an assistant to help align your sign, 
mark the position for the mounting screws, according to the predrilled holes 3 1/2” apart.

2. Drill two holes on the marks you made at least 1 3/4” deep with a 1/4” drill bit. Insert the plastic 
anchors provided and tap in until they are flush with the wall.

3. Drill a feed-through hole (3/8 inch) just below square notch on the right side of the bracket. Feed 
the adapter wire with connecter through the hole from the inside out. Leave the connector dangle 
from outside the surface.

4. Mount the bracket onto the surface with the 2 black screws provided.

5. Align the top edge of the plaque over the groove in the bracket at 90 degrees. Rotate the plaque 
downward towards the mounting surface locking it in place.

6. Insert the plastic locking pin provided into the hole underneath the bracket (left side), in order to 
secure the sign.

7. Connect the connector at the end of the transformer wire to the wire connector attached to the 
sign. Secure any excess wire.

8. Plug the adapter into the AC outlet after the installation is completed.

Should additional wire be required, low voltage speaker wire may be used.

Note: to check if unit is functioning during the day time, cover the photo sensor and the sign will illu-
minate. It will turn off when the sensor is uncovered.


